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We study the coloring properties of STSs and derive several inequalities for the 
sizes of their color classes. Answering a question of A. Rosa, we also construct for 
any l~> 6 a family of/-chromatic STSs such that no matter how they are/-colored, 
almost all vertices belong to the largest hree color classes. © 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PREL IMINARY RESULTS 
A Steiner triple system of order v (briefly STS(v)) is a pair (V, 5:), where 
V is a v-element set and 5: is a collection of three-subsets of V called 
triples, such that every pair  of V is contained in exactly one triple of 5:. It 
is well known that a necessary and sufficient condit ion for a STS(v) to exist 
is that v -  1 or 3 (mod 6). A partial triple system differs from a Steiner 
triple system in that any pair  is contained in at most one triple of the 
system. An n-coloring of a STS(v) is a map q~: V~ {1, ..., n} such that at 
least two vertices of every triple receive different colors, i.e., such that no 
triple is monochromat ic .  If a STS can be / -co lo red  but not  ( l -  1)-colored, 
then the system is/-chromatic.  A color ing of a STS is called equitable if the 
cardinal it ies of the color classes differ by at most one. 
In the past few years several papers appeared ealing with various ques- 
tions concerning extremal problems of STSs. Various concepts of graph 
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theory have their natural counterparts in the area of STSs and so the ques- 
tions dealing with independence number, edge, and vertex coloring have 
been investigated. Sometimes the answers are a bit different from those of 
graph theory--for example, it is easy to see that every STS must have 
chromatic number three or more. On the other hand, the existence of STSs 
with prescribed chromatic number k/> 3 is not straightforward and the 
existence of such objects without giving explicit constructions i shown 
in [2] for every admissible (i.e., -1  or 3 (rood 6)) order nk, where 
nk >~ c(k2/log k). In this paper we will proceed further in this direction and 
will investigate which sizes particular color classes may have. 
Unlike for graphs where the existence of graphs with given partition 
classes of sizes v~, v2 ..... vt is obvious, the similar problem for STSs is far 
from being straightforward. 
It is well known [19] that the largest independent subset of vertices (i.e., 
no triple is contained entirely in it) that a STS can have is half of the vertex 
set and it is also easy to observe that the two largest color classes can cover 
roughly at most 4 of all vertices (Proposition 1.2). On the other hand, every 
three-coloring of a STS must have all color classes of approximately the 
same sizes (Proposition 1.1). 
Recently A. Rosa asked whether an /-chromatic STS must admit an 
equitable /-coloring. Evidence, supported by small examples led to the 
suggestion that the answer to this question is yes. Now our Proposition 1.1 
shows this is true for STSs with chromatic number l=  3, but we will 
disprove it for any l >~ 6 in a very strong sense. Indeed for every l~> 6 we 
will construct/-chromatic STSs with the property that, no matter how they 
are /-colored, the three largest color classes cover essentially the whole 
vertex set. Note that, due to Proposition 1.2, the number three cannot be 
replaced by two. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let (V, 5¢) be a three-chromatic STS with color 
classes V1, 1/'2, V3 of sizes [Vi[ = vi i = 1, 2, 3. Then 
v'= IVl=Vl+V2+v3>~½E(Vl-V2)2+(vl-v~)2+(v2-v3)21, (0) 
and thus for sufficient@ large v color classes must have approximate@ same 
sizes. 
Proof For i# j ,  l~<i,j~<3, let x u be the number of all triples that 
intersect he set Vi in two and the set Vj in one point. Moreover, let 
x123 =x be the number of all triples that intersect all three classes. As 
Va ~ V2 ~/73 is a coloring of 5 p we have 
1 
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Moreover, we have 
x12+x13= 2 ; x2~+x23= 
x31+x32= 2 ; 2x12+2x21+x=vlv2  
2X23 + 2X32-'}- X =/)2V3; 2X13-I- 2X31-I- X =/ ) lV  3. 
Summing up (1) and (2) and subtracting (4) we obtain 
x13+x;3 -x12-x2a= 2 + 2 -v lv2+x 
/> ~ [(v~ - v2) 2 -  (vl + v2)] 
and, similarly, 








xt2  + xa3 = 2 ' 
3y+x31+x32= 2 ' 
2X23 + 2X32 -t- X = W2W3, 
2x12 + 2x21 + x = wl w2 




V= V I ~ .. .  ~ Vt 
be a t-coloring o f  5 ~, where v; := l vii, i=1,..., t, are such that 
Vl >~Vz >>- . . .  >>-yr. Set [V[ =v=vl+ . . .  + vt. Then 
V l+V2<~4v+l .  
Proof  Set WI=V1,  W2=V2, W3=V3u . . .~Vt ,  and w e=[Wi[  for 
i = 1, 2, 3. Similarly as in the proof of Proposition 1.1, we denote by xij 
(1 ~ i, j ~< 3) the number of all triples that intersect he set Wi in two points 
and the set Wj in one point. Let x be the size of the set of all triples having 
one element intersection with each of W1, W2, and W3. Finally, let y be 
the number of triples that are subsets of 1473. We have 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let  (V, 5 e) be a STS  and let 
X31 _~ X21 __ X23 __ X32 ) l [ (V2  - -  V3 )2 __ (/)2 -~- V3 ) ]"  (9 )  
Summing up (7), (8), and (9) the LHS cancels and, after rearranging, we 
obtain (0). | 
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Adding (1'), (2'), and (3') multiplied by two and then subtracting the 
sum of (4'), (5'), and (6') we obtain 
w3 2>~ 6y - 3x  = ½[(wl  - w2 )2 + (W 1 __ W3 )2 + (W 2 --  W3 )2"] - -  (W 1 ..}_ W2 + W3 ). 
(7 ' )  
Thus 
O~W 2-[-W 2 -W 1W 2-  (W 1-[-W 2) W 3 -U  
which implies 
and, hence, 
w 2-q-W i -W 1W 2-v  
w3~> a 
w 1 q- w 2 
3w 1 w 2 q- V 
2w3 >/v (8') 
W 1 -q- W 2 
As 
w, w2 ~< - -  
w 2 + w] (~- w3):- 2wl w2 
2 2 
implies that wiw 2 ~ I (V  - -  W3) 2, we obtain from (8') 
(3 /4 ) (v - -w3)2+v v 3 v 
2W3/>V =~' f f  W 3 , 
/3 - -  W 3 4 13 - -  W 3 
and thus 
5 v z) 
~w3~>~ , (9') 
V--  W 3 
which means that 
5 v 
-~ (vl + v2) <<. v + - - .  
V 1 -}- V 2 
This implies that 
4 1( 5)14 
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Remark 1.3. Proposition 1.2 shows that in any t-coloring of a STS the 
4 of the vertex set. The situation largest two color classes cover at most 
changes in some systems if we consider the three largest color classes. 
Indeed we will show in Theorem 3.1 that for every 0 <e< 1 there is a 
STS(v) with the property that no matter how it is t-colored, all but ev 
vertices belong to the largest hree color classes. 
2. GENERAL CONSTRUCTIONS 
2.1. In the sequel q stands for a power of three. Consider an affine 
plane over GF(q). Fix one direction d and let Lo .... , Lq_ ~ be parallel ines 
q 1 of that direction. Set A : _ U i= 1 L~. Since every line contains q points we 
have [A [ = q2 _ q. Clearly every line L different from L~, ..., Lq_ 1 contains 
q -  1 points of A. Let c~ be the set of all such lines and set 
The set ~ is naturally decomposed into q subsets (i.e., 5¢ = ~1 u .... u ~)  
corresponding to directions (different from d, recall that there are q + l 
different directions) of coriesponding lines. It is easy to see that every pair 
of points of A is contained either in LeS~ v or in Li for some 
i=1,2  ..... q -1 .  
Let G be the graph with vertex set A and with {a, b} being an edge if 
{a, b} eL  for some Le5  °. We start with the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let c~ and ~ be two real numbers atisfying 2 > ~ + ~ > 1. 
Then there exists qo(~,/~) such that whenever q>q0(c~,/3), there exists a 
system ~ of perfect matchings on A, JC[={Mij, l <~i~q-2 ,  l~<j~<q}, 
covering all edges of G and having the following property: VT~_A, 
I T ] = t = ql +p, there exists an edge e e ~/~j with both endpoints in T for all 
but h = ql+~ pairs (i,j). 
Proof We will prove this by the probabilistic method. Fix a q -  1 
element set Q factorized by q -  2 matchings ml .... , mq 2. 
For each L e ~,  j = 1, ..., q, consider a one-to-one map rcL: Q ~ L and 
let Mo.:= ULecf jgL (mi ) .  (If m= {{Vl, v2} . . . .  , {Vq 2, Vq_l}} is a matching 
on Q then 1rr(m):= {{~L(Vl), ~L(V2)},..., {~L(Vq--2), 7rr(Vq-1)}}). 
Clearly we can choose the ~r's independently of each other. We 
will examine the random variable the elements of which are systems 
{Mg, 1 <~i~q-2 ,  1 <~j<~q} defined above. 
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Let t<q2-q.  Fix a t-element subset T of A and a pair (i,j). We shall 
bound from above the probability of the event hat no edge of M~ has both 
endpoints in T. 
First fix some L ~ ~.  Now we bound the probability that Tc~ L contains 
no edge of lrL(mi) (in this case we say that T is (L, /)-bad). If [ Tc~ L[ =x  
then 
Pr°b [ T is ( L' i ) - bad ] = 2x ( ( q -xl )/2 ) / ( q -1 )  <~ e- X(X- * 
Set @= {Llj .... ,Lqj}, j=  1,...,q, and let xu = I T~ Luj[. Clearly 
q Z,  =, xu = t and as the events "T is (L,/)-bad" are mutually independent 
for L s ~ (and thus also for L ~ ~) ,  we deduce that 
Prob[Tis (L, i) - bad for all L e ~]  
,=1 2(q-- 1) , l (xZ-xu)  
1 o(,)) 2@] ' (*) ~<exp[ 2(q= 1) (~-  t ) ]  = exp [ -  (1 + 
where o(1 ) --* 0 as q ~ + oo. 
Now we say that T is bad for M 0 if T does not contain both end points 
of any edge from Mij or, equivalently, if T is (L,/)-bad for all L ~ ~.  Hence 
rewriting the inequality ( , )  we obtain 
E Prob[T isbadforM0- ]~ex p - (1+o(1) )  . (**) 
Fix i and set k = h/(q-2). In view of (**) and the fact that "T is bad 
for Mu," 1 ~<j~< q, are mutually independent we deduce that 
Prob[]{j; r i s  bad for M•}I ~>k] ~< exp - (1  +o(1))2q2j 
and, consequently, 
Prob[[ {(i,j); Tis bad for Mij}l >~h] 
~< Prob[3i such that I {J; T is bad for Mij}] >1 k] 
~<(q-2) (k )exp[ - ( l+°(1) )~@2 ]- 




Prob[2T, I T I = t, Tis bad for at least h M js ]  
<<.(q27q)(q-2)(qk)expI-(1 t2k~ (10) +°(1))2q2 j '
(q27 q) < exp [t ln ~-~]=exp I ( l + o(1)) t ln q-fZt ] 
,q 2,(;) expE ln e ,nq] ~- + exp 
whenever k ~ + 0% the RHS of (10) can be for k > 1 further bounded from 
above by 
I ( q2 qe t2k~J 
exp (1+o(1)) t ln - -+k ln  (11) 
t k 2q2]j" 
Let t=ql+B,h=q 1+~, where a+f i> 1 (as ~>0 we obtain k..~q~> 1 for q 
sufficiently large). 
Since ~ + fl > 1, we have c~ + 2fi > 1 + fi and thus for q >~ qo(e, fi), 
2 t2k 1 +2 ~ q l+ ql_~ ~ t qe 
2q2>~q ~ P> ~lnq 1 /~+q~ln ln~+kln~-  
holds. Hence with positive probability there exists a system M4" with the 
property that any t-element subset T~A, t=q 1+~ is bad for less than 
h = q1 + ~ matchings Mij. | 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let V1, g2, and V 3 be three sets of cardinality n> 1. 
A transversal triple system (or TTS) of order 3n with vertex set 
V1 w I/2 u V3 is a collection of triples Y- with the following properties: 
(1) For every 1 <~i<j<<.3 and every vis Vi, vjs Vj, the pair {vi, vj} 
is contained in exactly one triple of J -  and 
(2) Every triple of 3- intersects each Vi, i = 1, 2, 3, in exactly one 
element. 
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It is well known (see [6, Theorem 6.1.1]) that there exists a TTS of order 
3n for any n ~> 2. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let n be an odd integer and V= {v0 ..... v, 1}. Let 
Vi := {i} × V, i = 1, 2, 3, be three copies of the set V. Set 
J-(V1, V2, V3):= {{(1, v;), (2, v;+fl, (3, Vi+2j)} , i,j=O ..... n-- 1}, 
where + denotes the sum mod n. The system Y-(V1, V2, 1/3) is a TTS of 
order 3n. We will use this system in the proofs of Lemma 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7. 
We will also use the following construction due to Bose: Let u t> 1 and 
2u + 1 be an admissible integer, i.e., 2u + 1 = 1 or 3 (rood 6). Let L be a set 
with 2u+l  elements and (L, Se) be a STS(2u+I). For j=1 ,2 ,3  let 
L i := {ij; i~L} be pairwise disjoint copies of L. We define a system ~ of 
triples of L 1 u L 2 u L 3 as follows: 
(1) { il, i2, i3 } ~ ~ for every i ~ L 
(2) {i, j ,k}~5~ implies that each of {il, j l ,k2} , {i2,J2, k3}, and 
{i3,J3 , k l}  is contained in M. 
It is easy to see that ~(£~o):= (L lwL2~)L3,~) is a STS (6u+ 3). 
If (V, 5 ~) is a partial STS, then we denote its chromatic number by Z(6e). 
LEMMA 2.5. For every p >>. 3 there are positive real numbers It(p) and 
q(p) such that for q a power of three, q > q(p) there exists a p-chromatic 
STS(q 2 -  2q) (P, ~)  with the property: For every P'~_ P, IP'I ~< It(P) IPI, the 
partial subsystem (P -P ' ,  ~) of (P, ~) induced on the set P -P '  satisfies 
z(P) =p. 
Proof Let L~-{1, 2, ..., 3 ~ 1} and consider a STS(3 ~-1) (L, ~)  with 
Z(~)  ~>p (the existence of such a system is shown in [2], note that a is a 
function of p). Let ~(~)  be the three-chromatic STS(3 ~) with vertex set 
L1 w L2 w L 3 obtained by applying Bose's construction on (L, 5~). We will 
introduce the following notation: If (L 1 • L 2 u L3, cg) is a STS which con- 
tains all triples of the form {il, i2, i3}, i~L, then we denote by Xs(cg) the 
least number of colors needed to color the elements of L1 ~ L2 w L3 so that 
vertices of each block {il, i2, i3} are colored by three distinct colors and no 
triple of cg is monochromatic (such a coloring will be called a special 
coloring; note that Zs(Cg)>~ Z(cg)). 
CLATM 1. There exists a STS(3 ~) ~r with vertex set L lWL2uL3 
containing all blocks of the form {il, i2, i3}, i----- 1 .... , 3 ~-1, and such that 
Zs(~r) =p.  
Proof (of the Claim). The idea of this construction comes from [2-]. 
Put nl := (32-~)/3. We construct a sequence ~0, ~1 . . . . .  ~?t  I of STSs with 
vertex set L 1 u L~ w L3 which satisfies 
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(i) Z,(~o) = 3, Zs(~,~) >~P, and 
( i i ) )~s(~s)~)~s(~s_ l ) -~-  1. 
Hence, as a consequence, we obtain the existence of some r~ {1 .... ,n~} 
such that Z~(N~)=p. 
We set ~o := N(S)  (hence)~(~o)= 3). First note that in the Bose's 
construction, to every triple {i,j, k} of 6¢ corresponds a subsystem of 
.~(Sf) of order nine on the set { l~:s~{1,2,3},  le{i,j,k}}. For 
s = 0, 1, ..., n~ - 1, we will construct he system ~ + 1 from ~ by replacing 
the triples of a STS(9) by triples of another subsystem defined on the same 
vertex set so that condition (ii) is satisfied. 
Suppose that Z,(.~) = t and consider a special t-coloring of the vertices 
of ~,. Moreover, consider a restriction of this coloring to the set 
{ l , : s~{1,2 ,3} ,  l~{i , j ,k}},  where {i, j ,k} is the sth triple of 5~. We 
replace the STS(9) induced on this set by a STS(9) which contains, 
among others, the triples {i~,j~, k~}, {i~, i2, i3}, {Jl,J2,J3}, {k~, k2, k3}, 
and, moreover, it does not contain more than one monochromatic triple. 
(The existence of such a triple system follows by inspection from the fact 
that with a special coloring, each of the triples {i~, i2, i3}, {Jl,J2,j3}, 
{k~,k2, k3} receives three colors.) Selecting a vertex from the mono- 
chromatic triple (if any) and assigning color t + 1 to this vertex yields a 
special t + 1 coloring of ~+~;  hence Zs(~+l)  equals either t or t + 1. 
Since ~ contains a copy of 5¢, we have that Zs(B,,~)>~p. It follows that 
Z~(Nr) =P for some 1 ~< r ~< n~, completing the proof of our claim. 
We turn to the proof of the lemma. In [13] (see also [3]) it was shown 
that for every sufficiently large admissible order w, there exists a STS(w) 
2((' with maximum independent set 
e (Y ' )  < 5 ~ log I~'1. (12) 
Set w = (q2_ 2q)/3 ~, where q = 3 u and u is large enough. Then obviously 
w=3U-~(3~-2)  is an odd integer divisible by three and thus it is of the 
form 6/+ 3. Let ({1, 2 .... , w}, • )  be a STS satisfying (12) and let ~(~)  be 
the STS(3w) obtained from X by applying Bose's construction. We define 
a STS(3~w) (P ,~)  as follows: Let {Xi, i~LlWL2tJL3} be a family of 
pairwise disjoint w-element sets. 
Set P =- U {Xe, i ~ L 1 u L2 u L 3 ) (i.e., the index set is the vertex set of the 
system ~r). 
Consider the partial STS ~'r consisting of all triples of ~r which are 
not of the form {il, i2, i3}, i= 1, ..., 3 ~-1. For {i,j, k} E~' r consider a 
copy Y(X~, J(j, Xk) of the transversal system Y(V1, V2, 1/3) defined in 
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Example 2.4, where the isomorphism O{~,j.k) maps V~ to X,., V2 to Xj, and 
V3 to X k. Moreover, for each i=  1, 2 ..... 3 ~-1 (recall that IL~] = [Lz ]  = 
I L31 = 3 ~ - 1 ) consider a copy ~; (~f) of N(~'~) with vertex set X h w Xi2 u Xi3, 
where the isomorphism ~bj. maps Lj to X~, j = 1, 2, 3. Set 
~:= (U {N~(S), i=  1,..., 3~-1})~(U {J-(X~,Xj, Xk), {i,j,k}EM'r}). 
Then clearly IPI = 3~w = q2_ 2q and, moreover, every pair of vertices in P 
belongs to exactly one triple of N; i.e., (P, N) is a STS(q 2 - 2q). 
CLAIM 2. Z(~)~<p. 
Proof Follows from the fact that Z~(Nr) =p. Indeed if ~b :L 1 w L 2 u 
L3 ~ {1, 2 ..... p} is a special coloring of Nr, then assigning to each vertex 
v ~ X; the color ~b(i) yields a p-coloring of N. I 
Set # := 1/2.3 ~ (note that since e is a function ofp we have p =/t(p)) and 
let P ' _  P, ]P'[ ~< #[P[. Consider the three uniform hypergraph (P -P ' ,  ~), 
where ~ is the subsystem induced on the set P-P ' .  Clearly 
[Xi n (P - P')I >~ ½ [Xi[ holds for any x ~ L 1 U L 2 U L 3 . 
CLAIM 3. ~ is p-chromatic. 
In the proof, we will use the following well-known theorem of K. Roth: 
THEOREM 1-14] (see also [11, Theorem I l l ) .  For every 0<6< 1, there 
exists moe N such that for every set I c_ {1, 2, ..., m}; m ~>m0; 1I[/> 6m, 
the set I contains arithmetic progression of length three, i.e., a three-element 
subset of the form { u, u + d, u+2d}. 
Proof (of Claim 3). Suppose that N can be colored with p -  1 colors. 
For notational ease let L1 ~ Lz u L3 = { 1, ..., 3 ~ } and for j e L1 u L2 w L3 
let J(j= {(j, 1), ..., (j, w)}. Moreover, assume that C1 := {(1, 1), ..., (1, s)} is 
the largest color class in the set X1. Then clearly I C1] = s >~ ½ x w/(p-1). 
Denote by C2 the largest color class among the corresponding elements 
{ (2, 1), ..., (2, s) } of X2; it contains at least ½ x w/(p - 1)~ vertices. 
Continuing in this fashion we obtain a subset C3~ of X3~ containing at least 
½x 1/(p-1)3~×W vertices. The color classes C1, C2, ..., C3e, induce a 
natural assignment of p -1  colors for ~r. Since Z~(Nr)--P, we deduce that 
either 
(1) there exists a j=  1, ..., 3 ~-~ for which the triple {Jl,J2,J3} eNr is 
not three-chromatic or 
(2) some triple {i,j, k} eN'r is monochromatic. 
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Choose w large enough so that the following hold: 
(i) ½ x w/(p - 1) 3~ >> 5 x/w log w and consequently S has no inde- 
pendent subset of size ix  w/(p -1)  3~ and 
(ii) w)mo,  where mo is given by Roth's theorem for 6=1x 
1/(p-- l )  3~ and I=  C3~. 
We proceed by cases. 
Case 1. Assume that the triple {il, i2, i3} is at most two-chromatic 
and, without lost of generality, let il > i2 be such that il and i 2 receive the 
same color. Assume, further, that 
Cil = {(il, 1), (il, 2) .... , (il, s/l)}, C~ = {(i2, 1), (i2, 2), ..., (i 2, si2)}. 
Then, due to the fact that si~ >~ si~ >>- ½ x w/(p - 1)3~, there is a triple of Y 
contained in {1, 2 ..... s,.~ } and hence there is a monochromatic triple of 
Mi(sf) contained in C~ ~ C~ 2. 
Case 2. Let {i,j, k} e~;  be monochromatic. By the choice of w we 
deduce from Roth's theorem that the set I=  C3~ contains a subset of the 
form {(3~,u), (3~,u+d),  (3~,u+2d)} for some l~<u~<w, l<~d<<.w, and 
thus the vertex of N contains all elements of the form (t, u), (t, u + d), 
and ( t ,u+2d) ,  t= l , . . . ,3  ~. In particular, the monochromatic triple 
{(i, u), (j, u+d) ,  (k, u+2d)}  belongs to ~. This second contradiction 
completes the proof of our lemma. I 
LEMMA 2.6. 
and 
For every u>~2 there exists a STS(3 u) (V(N), ~)  such that 
(i) ~ is three-chromatic and 
(ii) ~ has a coloring V(N)=C1uC2uC3 with [C1[=1C21=1C31 
(iii) V( ~ ) can be covered by vertex disjoint copies of STS(9) which is 
a subsystem o f~.  
Proof We proceed by induction on u ~> 2. Obviously the lemma holds 
for u = 2. So suppose the result is true for k = 2, ..., u. Thus there exists a 
STS(3 ~) ({1 ..... 3~}, ¢~u) with the properties (i), (ii), (iii). We define a 
STS(3 "+1) ({1, 2, 3} x (1, ..., 3u}, ~,+1)  and satisfying the above proper- 
ties. For 1 ~s~<3 and 1 ~<t~<3 put Cst := {s} x Ct and define a collection 
of triples 0~u+1 on {1, 2, 3} x {1 ..... 3"} as follows: 
(1) For each triple { i, j, k } e Nu, the three triples 
{(1, i), (1,j), (1, k)}, {(2, i), (2,j), (2, k)}, and {(3, i), (3,j), (3, k)} 
belong to Nu+l (thus ~,+~ contains three disjoint copies of N,). 
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(2) For every t = 1, 2, 3, consider the following three copies of the 
TTS (defined in Example 2.4): 
~--(Clt , C2t , C3txt); ~--(Cltxt , C2t , C3t), and ~(Clt ,  C2txt,  C3t), 
where lx l=2,2x2=3,  3x3=1.  
It is a routine matter to see that (V(~u+l), N,+i) is a STS(3U+I). 
For 1 ~<t~<3 put Vt:-- Y1~,~3 C~t. Then clearly V(N,+I)= 
VlwV2uV3 is a three-coloring of N,+I and (i) holds. Moreover, 
ICll = IC21 = IC31 impl ies I Vii = l V21---Ig3l and thus (ii) holds. 
Finally property (iii) follows from the construction ofNu +1 and from the 
fact that each of the three disjoint copies of N, contained in Nu+ 1 have the 
same property. This completes the induction step and the proof. | 
Let q= 3" and consider the sets A, L1 ..... Lq_l defined in 2.1, and let 
be the STS(3 u) as constructed in Lemma 2.6. Moreover, consider q -1  
disjoint copies of N with vertex sets L1, ..., Lq_ l  and let (A, d )  be the 
resulting partial STS(q 2 -  q). Note that the three-coloring of N induces a 
partition of A into three sets (as the q -1  vertex disjoint sets L1 ..... Lq_l, 
cover all elements of A). Let A = C~ w C; w C; be that partition. Then 
clearly ICi l -  IC;I = [C~l. 
We will also use the following definition: 
Let (S ,~)  be a STS(v). Consider the three-uniform hypergraph 
(Sx A, ~ff(d)) defined as: 
(1) For every triple {al, aa, a3}ed and every seS, the triple 
{(S, a l )  , (s, a2) , (s, a3) } belongs to )if(d). 
(2) For every triple {Sl, s2, s3} for o~¢f, the following three copies of 
the transversal triple system (defined in 2.4) are included in o~(d): 
! t t ! ~-"(Ctlt, C2t, Ct3 txt) ;  ~-(Ctl txt, C*2t, C3t), and J (C~, ,  C; ,×, ,  C3,), 
where lx1=2,  2x2=3,  and 3x3=1,  and C',,:= {s,}xC', for all r, 
t = 1, 2, 3. We have 
LEMMA 2.7 (S x A, af(~¢)) is a partial STS and satisfies the following 
properties: 
(i) For every s~ S the subsystem of ~f (d )  induced on {s} x A is 
isomorphic to d ,  
(ii) if the pair of vertices (Sx, al), (82, a2)eSxA is uncovered by a 
triple of X/f (d),  then Sl = s2 and the pair a,, a2 is uncovered by a triple 
of d, 
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(iii) )~(~Y(d)) = 3 and, moreover, 
(iv) if W~_SxA is such that IWI <I ISxA I  then the partial sub- 
system of 2/g(d) induced on the set (Sx A ) -  W is three-chromatic. 
Proof The verification of the fact that (SxA,~(~4) )  is a partial 
STS(v(q 2 -  q)) is left to the reader. Now obviously properties (i) and (ii) 
are satisfied. Moreover, it is easy to see that the equitable three-coloring 
of the system N induces a natural three-coloring of :uf(d).  Thus 
Z(~(d) )=3 and (iii)follows. Let W~_SxA.  Assume IWI <~IS×A[ and 
consider the three-uniform hypergraph denoted by ~/~ that consists of all 
triples with vertices in S x A -  W. Then clearly ;~ contains at least one 
STS(9) as a subsystem and thus )~(~/f ~)= 3. This shows (iv) and completes 
the proof of our lemma. I 
THE MAIN RESULT 
We collect the results obtained in the last section to show the following. 
TI-IZOREM 3.1. For all O < e < l, l >>- 6, and t >~ l, there exists an l-chromatic 
STS 5: such that for every t-coloring of 5:, there are l -3  color classes 
Vit, ..., Vi; 3, for which the inequality 
z -  3 Vi: 
j 1 
holds. 
Proof Let 0<e<l ,  l>~6, and t~>L Let q be a power of three, large 
enough so that 
q2>MaxIvtq7/4,2(l-1)2q7/4+q,t-qT/4+2q t. 
Construction. Let (S, 24:) be a three-chromatic STS(v) such that v > 4/e, 
let (S×A, 2/:(d)) be the partial STS as defined in Lemma2.7, and let 
P= {M~, 1 ~< i~< q - 2, 1 ~<j~< q} be the (q2 _ 2q)-element set consisting of 
all matchings defined in Lemma 2.2. Moreover, let the real number #(p) 
and the p-chromatic STS(q 2 -  2q) ~ be as constructed in Lemma 2.5 with 
p = l -  3 and V(~) = P. Without loss of generality we can assume that e ~< # 
(otherwise, we prove the result for /~). For s~S we construct a 
STS(2q 2 - 3q) (({s} x A) ~ P, 5~) as follows: 
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(1) 5Ps contains the subsystem of J r (d )  induced on the set {s} x A, 
(2) 5e contains the system ~ (induced on the set P), 
(3) if the pair {al, a2} of A is not covered by a triple of d and 
{al, a2} EMej, then the triple {(s, al), (s, a2), M,y} (note that from 2.1 and 
2.2, every pair of points of A is either covered by a triple of d or it is in 
a matching M U for some 1 ~< i ~ q -2 ,  1 ~<j~< q) belongs to ~.  
Note that ~ is a STS(2q2-3q). Set V:= SxA and St := (U~Ses)u  
Yg(~¢). Again by a straightforward verification we can show that 
(VuP ,  5~) is a SYS(q2(v + 1) -q (v+2) ) .  
CLAIM.  ~(~ ) ~- l. 
Proof (of the Claim). According to Lemmas 2.5 and 2.7 we have ;~(5 P) ~< 
3 + ( l -  3) =/. We show that the equality holds. Consider an ( l -  1 )-coloring 
of 60. We say that a color is frequent if it occurs in V (= S x A) at least 
1/(2(l-  1)2) IV[ times. Let W be the set of all vertices having a nonfrequent 
1 color. Thus ]W[ ~< ( ( l -  1)/2(l-  1) 2) IV] = (1/2(I- 1)) [VI < ~ IV[. It follows 
from Lemma 2.7 that ;~(~') = 3 and hence there are at least three frequent 
colors. Since any frequent color occurs at least ( (qZ-q) /2( l -1)2)>q 7/4 
times in some copy {s} x A of A, such a color can occur on at most q7/4 ver- 
tices in (P, ~)  (this follows from Lemma 2.2; here e = fl = ¼). Let P' be the 
set of all vertices in P that receive a frequent color. Then 
[P'[ <<. ( l -  1 ) q7/4 < e(q2 _ 2q) ~< kt(q 2 - 2q) 
and by Lemma 2.5 the partial STS N induced on the set P-P '  is (1-3)- 
chromatic, which is a contradiction as 3 + ( l -  3) = l colors are needed to 
color St. 
We can now finish the proof of the theorem. 
Case 1. t>l/e. Consider a t-coloring V1,..., Vt of 5e such that 
vl ~<v2~< ... ~< vt, where v~:= [Vii for i=  1 ..... t. Then 
, ,(±) 
t = i= l  z 1 
and hence 
i=1  i=1 t t'= 1 t'= I 
proving the required result. 
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Case 2. t<.I/e. Let ~b: V(5~) ~ (1 ..... t} be a t-coloring of 5 ~. A color c 
is said to be abundant if it occurs more than (z/t)IPI in ~ and is rare 
otherwise. Thus at most t . ( (e / t ) IP [ )=e ]PI ~<# [PI vertices in ~ are 
colored by rare colors. From Lemma 2.5 we deduce that there are at least 
p = l -  3 abundant colors. Now q is such that (e/t) IPI = (e/t)(q 2 - 2q) ~> q7/4 
and thus by Lemma 2.2 an abundant color will cover at most  q7/4 vertices 
in each copy {s} × A of A. It follows that at most  vtq 7/4 vertices receive an 
abundant color in V. Let Vii .... 0 Vi~_3 be l -  3 abundant color classes. Then 
l--3 
~= Vi i <~ vtq7/4 + q2 _ 2q 
j 1 
< 2q 2 
e 2 
<~q (v+l )  
<elV(~)l. I 
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